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“You don’t have to
be an expert, you
just have to try.”
- Tommy Rueff

Click the video link to learn more about the inspiration behind Happen Inc.

Happen, Inc. is an award-winning, non-profit organization

founded in 1999 to help parents, kids, and communities share creative
bonding experiences through art. Our vision is to “Everyday, create
a positive environment where shared creative experiences happen
that participants look back on as life changing.” We facilitate the
bonding experience between children and parents and mentors by
using art and creative activities as a medium. We build art awareness,
sharpen basic art skills, and ignite a child’s creative energy while
strengthening both the family structure and the community as a
whole.
Sixteen years ago, Happen, Inc. began by making a difference in the
lives of over 100 participants a year. Since then, Happen participation
has grown at an average rate of 25% annually. Today, Happen provides
over 15,000 creative experiences to children and adults each year.
Happen produces eight different art outreach programs that assist
parents and children in a wide range of learning opportunities
with an emphasis on the creative process.

entertain
Happen strives to present its many
activities in a way that entertains
parents and children alike. By using
our own memorable characters to
help impart fundamental artistic
concepts. Happen creates lessons
that stick and an environment that
is fun and full of surprises. Happen
feels that once you’ve opened the
door to a child’s imagination the
possibilities for creative growth are
limitless.
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empower
Happen firmly believes that by
developing creative thinking through
art, kids can strengthen their
creative problem solving in every
aspect of their lives. From school
work to dealing with brothers and
sisters creative problem solving is
fundamental to childhood
development and most importantly
once a child has it, it can never be
taken away.

Grow

Happen’s Gardens & Do Goods Program
With our community gardens kids learn
an appreciation of the great outdoors and
experience the magic of watching fresh
vegetables grow from a seed. They also get
their own basket of produce in exchange
for the promise of a good deed done.

Happen’s Toy Lab
A unique experience where kids or adults can
select 7 parts from our collection of donated
and recycled toys, and with the help of our
professors they create they’re own one-of-akind toy. This program focuses on up-cycling
old and broken things rather than throwing
in a landfill. Over 9 years of Toy Lab we have
built over 11,500 toys kept four and a half
tons of plastic out of landfills.

Produce

Happen’s Breadwinners
Happen’s first program for 13 - 17 year olds,
Breadwinners meet once a week to design
and print t-shirts which are sold in Happen’s
Toy Lab. Participants learn the basics of both
screen printing and what it’s like to run a
small business.

Invent

Happen’s Lights Camera Learning in Action
Happen’s collaborative film making project
where kids from local youth organizations
work together to write, produce and film
their own short film. Over the course of
several weeks participants team up to
tackle every aspect of film making from
casting to costumes all culminating in a
red carpet premier for family and friends.

Design

Create

Happen’s ASAP
(After School Art Programs)

Happen’s Let’s Play With Clay
Kids and parents get to enjoy all the fun of
ceramics while leaving the mess and hassle to
Happen. With a number of sessions focused
on a variety of basic ceramics techniques,
participants also learn the history of clay
across many civilizations.

Connect

Happen travels to schools and churches
throughout the community bringing one of
over 80 different activities to the places
where kids and parents are.

Engage

Happen’s Community Canvas
Bringing art to the communities, Happen’s
Community Canvas brings large scale
prints of famous paintings to schools and
community centers. Participants take part
in the creation as they weave strips of each
painting into a chain-link fence and take
part in a lesson on art history.

Happen’s Make It
Happen’s newest location explores the art
of science, technology, and engineering
with activities that bridge the gap between
science and creativity. By partnering with
community members who have direct
experience in a variety of fields Happen’s
Make It, offers hands on activities in areas
such as coding, sustainable development
and the natural sciences.

Explore

Power of Creativity
These unique characters were created in Happen’s Toy Lab.

Super Scary Power Guy

Pincher Bite

“He’s super scary and spiky, has
super strength, a super stomp
and a super spike cannon.”

“He Pinches Stuff.”

Created by Rowan - Age 7 -

Created by Luke - Age 6 -

To n g u e M o n s t e r

Dale

“Super Smash Power and
Rope Tongue Power”

“Flies, Spits Fire and has
Super Strength”

Created by Tyler - Age 7 -

Created by Zack - Age 9 -

Make it Happen at Home
Click on these buttons for instructions on making your
very own Happen creations.
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Make it your Dream
The gift of creativity allows us to follow our dreams
and make things Happen.

Become inspired at a Happen event and discover your creative power.

Work with your community to develop a dream.

Learn how to make your dreams Happen.

Prepared for: Northside Community Fund

“To continue Northside’s rich history of collaboration and
citizen participation, local business and civic leaders have
created the Northside Community Fund of The Greater
Cincinnati Foundation. This fund supports Northside and
the neighborhood’s most important community goals.”
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